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in itself that can attach us to it. We believe that we ate intensely fond of ourselves, and within our own limits we contain nothing that has the value of a packet of letters o± a book.
The shops of Paris are bystanders, potential friends. They are also flowering hedges along the roadside. Windows that glitter. Charm of things for sale, laid out on little shelves of velvet. Freshness in the air. A melancholy, quite impersonal, lies couched, behind a big window, in the corner of the shop-front furthest away from you.
There is not always sunshine, as there is to-day. Sometimes, at this season of the year, there are mornings slightly misty, not yet cold, but when the air passes through your clothes and penetrates you just a little, gives you the mere beginning of a sense of chill which goes no further, which persists, which is a feeling of tenderness, of resignation, bordering upon a state of dreaming. In the sky are clouds softly fashioned, which merge into one another : grey-black clouds, grey-white clouds, with just a hint of light in them, just a little lining of brightness, as though the sun, absent from the heavens, shone upon them from very far away, from all the distance of the seasons' changes away.
Then it is that the shop-fronts hold, and exhale as you pass by them, any number of reflections, of semi-shadows, of shimmerings, of contours of things that have power to move you. You must not even stop. The misty morning of the street, with that sense of chilliness about it, the dappled greyish brightness in the sky, burrow deep down into the shops. Winter is coming 1 The time is coming for staying at home, for digging yourself in, for hibernating I
And yet it is just now that is the best time for wandering about the streets. The friendly air of things mingles with the autumnal mist. Any one of these things seems as full of promise as a toy does to a child. Every one of diem has a story to tell you if you have ears to hear it. A hat. A watdbu A jar of burnt almonds. A silver-plated tea-pot.
Ah, how charming life can be ! Around you comes and goes, and slips away, an indefinable sense of happiness. A

